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Nursery Newsletter and Homework  
Friday 14th October 2022  

Dear Parents and Carers, 
 

What another busy week we have had in Nursery! This week, we have continued learning our rules 
and routines of Nursery and supporting the children to develop more independent self-help skills. 
Thank you to those families that are supporting this at home too, please do continue this.   
 

Alongside this learning, we have been exploring the rhyme Baa, baa black sheep. We have looked at 
the number three and represented this in different ways, for example: showing three on our fingers, 
collecting three objects etc. We have used our creative areas to make our own sheep, in our own 
ways. Some of us painted, some drew, some used blocks and some cut and stuck. We have also made 
up our own rhymes by changing the animal and the colour of the animal, for example: Miaow, miaow 
green sheep, have you any wool? No, sir, no sir… 
 

To support your child at home you could: 
 

 Continue to encourage them to pull up their own trousers after going to the toilet 

 Leave enough time in the mornings to encourage them to put their own shoes on – please 

make sure you are sending them to school in shoes that they can do up independently – no 

shoe laces please.  

 Continue to teach them to wipe their own noses 

 Label all their clothes especially coats, shoes, jumpers and cardigans. We do our best to 

ensure that your child comes home with all their clothes, but labels will help.  

 The children are doing so well with our coat trick. Here is a reminder so you can support them 

at home: 

o Lay the coat on the floor 

o Your child to stand at the hood on the coat 

o Bend down and put arms part of the way in the sleeve 

o Stand up with arms in the sleeve and flick over their heads 

o Their arms should slide into their sleeves but they may need some support to flick hard 

and high enough to miss their head!  

 
Have a lovely weekend.  
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
The Nursery team 
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